Mixing images, messages of danger

Talking Points
1. How do these cartoons use images of guns to deliver different messages on recent news about e-cigarettes?
2. What are the newly reported dangers of e-cigarettes?
3. Are e-cigarette companies trying to get young people to buy their addictive products?
4. Which is more dangerous to young people e-cigarettes or guns?
5. If we could ban some types of e-cigarettes why couldn’t we ban some types of firearms?
6. What would you ban?

Between the lines
“Good thing they’re banning vaping so kids don’t die before they have the chance to get shot in school.” - Twitter comment on President Trump’s plan to ban flavored e-cigarettes. 

Additional resources
- More by John Cole 
  http://editorialcartoonists.com/cartoon/browse.cfm/ColeJ
- More by Deb Milbrath 
  http://editorialcartoonists.com/cartoon/browse.cfm/MilbrD
- Association of American Editorial Cartoonists 
  http://editorialcartoonists.com/